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Mr. President, Mr. Chairman of the Board of Governors, Governors, Delegates, 
Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen. 
 
On behalf of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, I would like to express my sincere gratitude 
to the Government of Japan and the personnel of ADB Headquarter in Yokohama for your warm 
hospitality and outstanding preparations for the Annual Meeting this year. I would also like to 
congratulate President Mr. Nakao and his staff for their impressive performance over the past 
years. 
 
We recognize the ADB has mobilized more than $ 250 billion in many areas especially in 
infrastructure, research, and knowledge sharing to expand opportunities and build prosperity 
across Asia and the Pacific region over 50 years. Despite tremendous achievements, many 
challenges are still remaining in the region. We acknowledge ADB's new strategy 2030 to respond 
to these challenges brought about by a rapidly evolving Asia and the Pacific. We believe this 
strategy will align with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which is one of the international 
agreements.   
 
With reference to the report released by the International Monetary Fund in 2016, Myanmar stood 
at second from the top of the economic progress rate, but the economy of the great powers in the 
Asia region became slow, with the slowing rate of global economy. According to the international 
organizations' estimate, we note today’s global economic progress is decreasing because of the 
slump of developed countries’ economic progress, the slumping of commodity prices, the 
decreasing rate of global trade demand, dropping trade demands in the advanced economic 
market and slowing down of capital flow.  
 
Let me share about some information of current Myanmar. The economy of Myanmar grew 
between 10-12 percent per annum, mostly due to policy reforms leading to a more liberalized 
economy. In 2015-2016, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth was 7.03 percent, a rate of 
growth that was expected for 2016-2017 also. The GDP of Myanmar was 56,868 billion in 2015 
with a GDP per capita of US $ 1292, 50 percent increase over the GDP in 2012-2013. Real GDP 
growth in Myanmar is projected to rise to 7.8 percent in 2016-2017 and average 8.2 percent per 
year over the medium-term.  
 
In July 2016 the government launched its 12 Economic Policy Priorities and have called upon all 
government institutions to formulate ministry and sector-level plans in accordance with these 
priorities. It is also these 12 Economic Policy Priorities that will inform how Myanmar approaches 
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our country-level strategy toward achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Taken together, 
these will provide the fundamental foundations that will guide this government’s programme over 
the coming years. Following this, the investment policy is adopted to support the implementation 
of the national Economic Policy.  
 
Myanmar created a more attractive investor-friendly environment of the Myanmar Investment Law 
(MIL) enacted in October 2016 and Myanmar Investment Rules have also been issued in March 
2017. The Government of Myanmar have undertaken reforms such as the State Budget 
Formulation reform, Foreign Exchange rate reform, Public Finance Management System Reform, 
Conducting Medium Term Fiscal Framework (MTFF), Tax reform, and the State-owned 
Enterprises’ financial management system reform  for a better formulation and effective 
implementation of the monetary and financial policies. The Citizen’s Budget for 2015-2016 FY 
and 2016-2017 FY has been published. Some fiscal information including the Pre-Budget 
Statement, Citizens’ Budget, Budget Law, Year-End Report and Budget Speeches have been 
published.  
 
We thank ADB for its increasing and active support to Myanmar since its re-engagement with the 
country in 2012. I am delighted that proposed project investments in the country operations 
business plan for 2017-2019 are under way. I am deeply thankful for ADB's assistances, as ADB 
provided Myanmar people not only with extensively helpful loan programs and many other TA 
programs in various sectors.  
 
We highly appreciate ADB Board of Directors for their support and endorsement of the Country 
Partnership Strategy (CPS), 2017-2021. We would also like to thank Management and staff for 
developing the CPS. We welcome this CPS which is a positive signal of ADB's re-engagement 
with Myanmar. This is ADB's first full CPS for our country, and also the new Government's country 
strategy agreed with one of the major development partners. 
 
I noted that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is increasingly part of daily life and 
a driver of inclusive economic growth, social stability, and sustainable development. In the mean 
time, electricity is critical for ICTs, and both the energy and ICT sectors should accelerate the 
deployment of electricity and connectivity to rural areas. 
 
We believe that the CPS's strong focus on infrastructure can help to address some of critical 
development constraints and bring about the development results which support Myanmar in 
achieving inclusive and continuous and sustainable development as envisaged by the 
government's national economic policy manifesto.  
 
We wish the ADB to continue support to achieve its Country Partnership Strategy. We look 
forward to continue strong and fruitful partnership between ADB and Myanmar in the future.  
 
Thank you. 
 
 


